
Tezukayama Gallery is pleased to present the collection exhibition Gallery Collection ����-����s. Opening day 
is May ��th.

From the middle of ���� to the beginning of ����, Japan had its own high economic growth, as well as the 
dawn of Japanese contemporary art, and several art movements were being developed.
The Jikken Kobo that was formed was formed by Shuzo Takiguchi and other artists and influenced the 
avant-garde movement...
Under the conduct of "Do not copy others." Make something that has never existed before. " The Gutai was 
formed around Jiro Yoshiwara by young avant-garde artists from the Kansai area...
Anti-art that criticized existing art rules and authorities and tried to make a new expression or style by Tetsu-
mi Kudo or Hi-Red Center(Jiro Takamatsu, Genpei Akasegawa, Natsuyuki Nakanishi)…
The Mono-ha that was participated by Kishio Suga, Susumu Koshimizu, Koji Enokura, Noriyuki Haraguchi and 
it triggered by the fact that Lee Ufan evaluated the Phase - Mother Earth � presented by Nobuo Sekine in 
����…

Through the art works by themselves, we will look back at the activities of artists who were involved with 
main stream Japanese contemporary art and those who are descended from the movements from the ����s 
to ����s.

[Artists]
Hisashi Indo / Toshikatsu Endo / Tetsumi Kudo / Kuwahara Moriyuki / Tadaaki Kuwayama                                      
Tadasuky Kuwayama / Kishio Suga / Jiro Takamatsu / Shuzo Takiguchi / Atsuko Tanaka / Tsuruko Tanaka / 
Nanbata Tatsuoki / Noriyuki Haraguchi / Yoshishige Furukawa / Takesada Matsutani / Tomio Miki / Kimiyo 
Mishima / Tomoharu Murakami / Sadamasa Motonaga / Masaaki Yamada 
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 □ Artworks

Kimiyo Mishima,  Newspaper ��, ����, Ceramic Tomio Miki, Finger, ����, Aluminum

Kishio Suga, Untitled, ����, Wood and cement Masaaki Yamada, Work C.p��, ����, Oil on paper
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 □ 作品 | Artworks

Gallery Collection ����-����’s
����.�.�� Fri - �.�� Sat

OPEN: Tue - Sat ��:�� - ��:�� | CLOSED: Sunday, Monday and Holiday
Contact: info@tezukayama-g.com / Okada (TEZUKAYAMA GALLERY)

〒���-���� 大阪市西区南堀江�-��-��山崎ビル�F
Yamazaki Bldg. �F, �-��-�� Minami-Horie, Nishi-ku, Osaka, ���-���� JAPAN

t: +�� � ���� ���� | f: +�� � ���� ���� | e: info@tezukayama-g.com

 □ Exhibition Info

Sadamasa Motonaga
Untitled
����
Oil on canavs

Tadaaki Kuwayama, Orange, ����, Aclylic on canvas mounted on Tadasky Kuwayama, Untitled, circa ����'s, Aclylic on canvas

Atsuko Tanaka
Untitled
����
Enamel on canvas


